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How should a firm modify its product assortment over time when learning about consumer tastes? In this paper, we study
dynamic assortment decisions in a horizontally differentiated product category for which consumers’ diverse tastes can be
represented as locations on a Hotelling line. We presume that the firm knows all possible consumer locations, comprising a
finite set, but does not know their probability distribution. We model this problem as a discrete-time dynamic program; each
period, the firm chooses an assortment and sets prices to maximize the total expected profit over a finite horizon, given its
subjective beliefs over consumer tastes. The consumers then choose a product from the assortment that maximizes their own
utility. The firm observes sales, which provide censored information on consumer tastes, and it updates beliefs in a Bayesian
fashion. There is a recurring trade-off between the immediate profits from sales in the current period (exploitation) and the
informational gains to be exploited in all future periods (exploration). We show that one can (partially) order assortments
based on their information content and that in any given period the optimal assortment cannot be less informative than the
myopically optimal assortment. This result is akin to the well-known “stock more” result in censored newsvendor problems
with the newsvendor learning about demand through sales when lost sales are not observable. We demonstrate that it can
be optimal for the firm to alternate between exploration and exploitation, and even offer assortments that lead to losses
in the current period in order to gain information on consumer tastes. We also develop a Bayesian conjugate model that
reduces the state space of the dynamic program and study value of learning using this conjugate model.
Subject classifications: product assortment; product variety; dynamic programming; Bayesian learning.
Area of review: Manufacturing, Service, and Supply Chain Operations.
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1. Introduction

about consumer preferences by experimenting with different
assortments and observing sales. Although a retailer carrying established products may not need to experiment with
assortments, for products with little information on consumer preferences, the firm may want to change its assortment dynamically to gather better information.
We consider a horizontally differentiated product category; products differ with respect to only one attribute for
which consumers have different first choices provided that
they cost the same. Products that differ in their fat content, sweetness, spice level, or color are examples. We use
a locational choice model à la Hotelling with a discrete
set of consumer locations to represent consumer tastes, and
a Bayesian framework to model the information-gathering
process and the updating of the firm’s beliefs on consumer
locations. The firm knows the set of all possible consumer
locations on the attribute space, starts with a prior distribution over these locations, and after observing sales each
period, updates this distribution using Bayes’ rule.

Consumers have different tastes, and retailers offering a
selection of products to satisfy demand can benefit from
information on what consumers prefer. Which colors of a
shirt should a retailer carry? Should a grocery store carry
only skim and whole milk or should they also carry 1% and
2% milk? Information on consumer preferences helps with
anticipating consumers’ substitution behavior, forecasting
item-level demand, and ultimately making better product
assortment decisions.
There are multiple sources of information a firm can
utilize to understand consumer preferences better, such as
market surveys and (for established products) past sales
data. However, this information may not be readily available or may be too costly for new product categories; for
breakthrough or innovative products the firm may know
little about consumer preferences. In this paper, we study
assortment-planning decisions of a retailer who learns
833
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This problem exhibits the classic trade-off between
exploration and exploitation: offering more products in
the assortment allows the firm to gather better information about consumer tastes because fewer consumers would
need to substitute away from their ideal products, however,
this may result in lower profits in the short term. On the
other hand, offering an assortment that provides the maximum profit in the short term may hinder the informationgathering process and result in less profits in the long run.
Beyond this classic trade-off, our demand model allows
us to study the information content of a given assortment.
In a Hotelling model, consumers make choices to maximize
their own utilities, and substitution behavior emerges from
these optimal choices. Thus, we can study how a given
assortment induces substitution and highlight how assortment choice impacts the quality of information a firm can
obtain through sales. Because a given assortment may force
consumers to substitute, there may be some censoring of
consumer taste information if the firm observes sales. Previous models of learning via dynamic assortments used other
consumer choice models (e.g., multinomial logit) that do
not allow one to analyze the link between product positioning and substitution behavior explicitly.
First, we study the single-period problem where no learning takes place. The firm determines the optimal assortment
and prices based on a known, discrete distribution of consumer tastes. We show that the firm only has to solve for
the optimal market segments, each one corresponding to a
product, because optimal product locations and prices can
be easily obtained as a function of these market segments.
Second, we consider the finite-horizon problem with
learning under two scenarios to study how censored information on consumer tastes affect assortment planning:
(i) the uncensored information case, in which the firm is
able to observe consumer tastes postpurchase, that is, the
firm comes to know the most preferred product for each
consumer; and (ii) the censored information case, in which
the firm is only able to observe sales of each product. The
firm is also uncertain about market size, i.e., how many consumers visit the store each period, and we initially assume
that the firm observes the realization of market size at the
end of each period. We then extend our analysis to unobservable market size.
In the uncensored information case, the optimal assortment in a given period is the one that maximizes the immediate profit; in other words, the firm should adopt a myopic
policy. In contrast, the optimal assortment in the censored
case may be such that it is optimal to sacrifice some immediate profit in order to gather better information about consumer preferences.
The main contribution of this paper is a result that
orders assortments based on their information content
and shows that the optimal assortment under censored
information cannot be less informative than the optimal
assortment under uncensored information (the myopically
optimal assortment). We believe this is a novel result on
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the structure of the optimal policy in product assortment
decisions and is of both theoretical and practical interest. Theoretically, it is similar in nature to the “stock
more” result in censored newsvendor problems (see, for
example, Harpaz et al. 1982, Ding et al. 2002, Lu et al.
2005). If the newsvendor observes only sales and not
demand, sales observations provide censored information
on demand: depleted inventory only signals that demand
must have been higher than the order quantity. In these
problems, typically it is optimal to stock more than the
myopically optimal order quantity because higher order
quantities provide better information about demand. Our
paper establishes an analogous result in product assortment
problems. We discuss the practical relevance of this result
in §4.3; it can decrease the computational effort significantly and can be used in algorithms that search for a good
dynamic assortment policy. In §6, we show that our key
result is robust in that a generalized version of our result
holds when we relax our main assumptions.
Research on assortment planning has advanced rapidly in
recent years, particularly on modeling substitution between
products using consumer choice theory from the economics
and marketing literatures. Here, we focus on papers that
consider dynamic assortments. Kök et al. (2009) provide
an excellent review of the literature on static assortment
planning.
A firm might change assortments over time in response
to changes in consumer preferences or in response to fluctuating inventory levels. Caldentey and Caro (2010) model
changing consumer preferences as a stochastic process that
a retailer tries to follow and use a stylized representation of the retailer’s assortment as a combination of risky
assets (fashionable items) and risk-free assets (basic items).
Their objective is to maximize the long-term value of
dynamically adjusting the menu of products on display.
Caro and Martinez-de-Albeniz (2012) propose a satiationbased model of variety-seeking consumers buying from
multiple competing retailers; the model implies that consumers spend a higher share of their budget in retailers that
refresh assortments at a faster pace. Using this novel choice
model, they derive insights on how often retailers should
change assortments in a competitive equilibrium. Bernstein
et al. (2011) study how assortments should be customized
depending on the profile of remaining inventories.
Some dynamic assortment papers explore how a firm
might learn consumer preferences. Unlike our work, these
papers either take an aggregate view of consumer choice
or do not explicitly model the attribute space. Caro and
Gallien (2007) use a finite-horizon multiarmed bandit
model with several plays per stage. Applying a number of
approximations, they obtain a closed-form dynamic index
policy that captures the key exploration versus exploitation trade-off, and develop suboptimality bounds. Saure
and Zeevi (2011) study a family of assortment-planning
problems in which a general random utility model drives
consumer choice. They develop dynamic policies that
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balance the trade-off between exploration and exploitation and prove that these policies satisfy some performance bounds. Rusmevichientong et al. (2010) construct
an algorithm for optimizing dynamic assortments under a
multinomial logit choice framework, and explore demand
learning issues. The last two papers take an adaptive learning approach, whereas Caro and Gallien (2007) take a
Bayesian learning approach, as our paper does. Our results
apply to any prior distribution and are not limited to a specific conjugate model as in Caro and Gallien (2007).
Our paper contributes to the literature on assortment
planning in three ways. First, we demonstrate how the
information on consumer taste that a firm can gather
through sales can be censored due to substitution behavior and how the firm can control the quality of information
it can obtain through dynamic assortments. This insight
is novel mainly because previous models of learning via
dynamic assortments do not model the connection between
assortments and quality of information obtained from sales
directly. Second, we generate new insights on the structure
of optimal assortments and on the exploration-exploitation
trade-off. Whereas previous papers develop good policies,
we obtain the optimal policy; our key result compares
the information content of the optimal assortment and the
myopically optimal assortment. Furthermore, although one
intuitively expects the optimal policy to explore first and
exploit later, we show that the optimal policy is usually
more complicated in that it may be optimal to alternate
between periods of exploration (offering an assortment that
is more informative than the myopically optimal assortment) and periods of exploitation (using the myopically
optimal assortment). We also study the value of learning
by comparing the expected profit obtained under various
assumptions regarding the learning process (i.e., uncensored, censored, myopic, and no-learning). We distinguish
between passive, active, and proactive learning, study their
relative importance, and show that all three values are high
when the time horizon is long, and when the firm is uncertain and/or has little information about consumer tastes.
Third, our paper also contributes to the literature by highlighting similarities between Bayesian learning models in
newsvendor and product assortment problems. In censored
newsvendor models sales observations provide censored
information on demand. We analyze a different form of
censoring, i.e., the censoring of consumer tastes, which
occurs when the assortment offered by the firm induces
consumers to purchase a product other than their ideal
choice. Using a micromodel of consumer choice behavior, we pose a novel censoring problem, which could not
be captured by existing dynamic assortment models in the
literature.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: we
present in §2 the locational consumer choice model, and
in §3 our results in a single-period setting with no learning. We introduce our multiperiod learning model and
its dynamic programming (DP) formulation in §4, and

develop our main results. In §5, we present a numerical
study, and in §6 we relax some assumptions of our base
model. We discuss directions for further research in §7.
Throughout the paper, we use simple examples to explain
our definitions and results. The electronic companion to
this paper is available as part of the online version at
http://dx.doi.org/10.1287/opre.1120.1067.

2. Consumer Choice Model
We consider consumers making a choice among a set of
horizontally differentiated products. Let ì ⊆ , a convex set of real numbers, represent the attribute space.
Each product is characterized by a single taste attribute,
an element of ì, which we refer to as product’s location.
We assume that this attribute can be measured on a cardinal
scale such as fat content for dairy products.
Consumers choose from n products with locations xi ∈ ì
and prices pi , i = 11 0 0 0 1 n. The consumer population is
heterogeneous in the sense that each consumer has an ideal
product they would purchase if price was not an issue. The
location of a consumer’s ideal product, which we refer to
as consumer’s location or taste, belongs to a discrete set
Y = 8y1 1 y2 1 0 0 0 1 yN 9, where yj ∈ ì, and N is the number
of consumer types (N < ). We label consumer locations
such that y1 < y2 < · · · < yN and at times refer to consumer
location yj simply as location j.
A consumer located at yj receives utility U 4yj 1 xi 1 pi 5 =
p̄ − pi − dyj − xi  from a product located at xi and priced
at pi . Here, p̄ is the consumer’s willingness-to-pay for his
ideal product, which we refer to as the reservation price,
and d is a disutility that the consumer incurs per unit of
distance between his location and the product’s location,
which we refer to as the transportation cost. We assume
that the reservation price and transportation cost are the
same for all consumers (we relax the former assumption
in §6).
Consumers have an outside option with a fixed utility
that we set to zero without loss of generality. Each consumer buys the product that gives him the highest utility,
or opts out and obtains zero utility from not buying any
of the n products. That is, a consumer located at yj buys
product i if i = arg maxk∈811 21 0001 n9 8p̄ − pk − dyj − xk 9, and
p̄ ¾ pi + dyj − xi . If such a product does not exist (all n
products result in negative utility), the consumer chooses
the outside option.
This locational consumer choice model dates back to
Lancaster (1966), who has extended the work of Hotelling
(1929) on spatial competition. Lancaster’s model involves
a uniform density of consumers in a continuous attribute
space. Gaur and Honhon (2006) and Alptekinoğlu and
Corbett (2010) use the model with a continuous and
nonuniform distribution of consumer tastes in operations
management settings. In contrast, we take a finitely countable set of discrete points in the attribute space as consumer
locations, which are known to the firm, and assume a general discrete probability distribution (possibly nonuniform)
over it.
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3. Single-Period Problem
In this section, we study a firm that makes product location and pricing decisions to maximize expected profit in a
single period, knowing the probability distribution of consumer tastes.
Suppose the firm offers n products with locations x ≡
4x1 1 x2 1 0 0 0 1 xn 5 with xi ∈ ì, and prices p ≡ 4p1 1 p2 1
0 0 0 1 pn 5. Let the products be numbered such that x1 < x2 <
· · · < xn . We define the market segment captured by product i ∈ 811 21 0 0 0 1 n9, denoted by ai ⊆ ì, as a subset of
the attribute space such that all consumers located within
ai choose to purchase product i, over all the other products and the outside option, in accordance with the choice
behavior described in §2. Clearly, ai depend on x and
p through consumer choice; we study this dependence in
Lemma 1.
Let j be the probability that a randomly chosen consumer is at location yj . A random number of consumers, m̃,
visit the firm’s store during the period (we use tilde to
distinguish random variables from their realized values).
We refer to m̃ as the market size, a discrete random variable independent of consumer locations, and assume that
the firm knows its expected value,  ≡ Ɛ6m̃7. One can also
interpret j as the proportion of consumers in the population who are located at yj , and m̃ as the size of a randomly
selected sample from this population. Thus,
P the vector of
probabilities È ≡ 41 1 2 1 0 0 0 1 N 5 with Nj=1 j = 1 specifies the distribution of consumer locations, and the firm
knows these probabilities.
The timing of events within the period is as follows.
First, the firm determines the locations x and prices p of
products to offer, based on the expected market size  and
the vector of probabilities È. Subsequently, m̃ consumers
visit the store and make purchase decisions based on x
and p as described in §2. The firm is not able to pricediscriminate based on consumer tastes because it is not able
to observe them at the time of product location and pricing
decisions.
The demand for product i, D̃i depends on its market segment, and it is a random
variable with expected
P
value ƐÈ 6D̃i 4ai 4x1 p557 =  j2 yj ∈ai j . A consumer purchases product i only
P if his location falls in ai ; this happens
with probability j2 yj ∈ai j . We emphasize that the expectation above depends on È by writing ƐÈ 6 · 7.
The firm incurs a fixed cost, f > 0, for each product
offered, and a variable cost of production, c > 0, per unit of
product sold. Sales equal demand because we assume away
supply-demand mismatches. We assume throughout that the
market is profitable, c < p̄, otherwise the firm would prefer
to offer no products. We express the firm’s expected profit
as follows:
n
X
r4x1 p1 È5 = −fn + 4pi − c5ƐÈ 6D̃i 4ai 4x1 p5570
(1)
i=1

We first study how product assortment decisions and
market segments that result from consumer choice behavior
are related.

Lemma 1. Optimal product locations and prices, x and p,
must satisfy the following properties:
(a) Market segments that result from x and p are mutually disjoint and closed intervals in ì, and their boundary points belong to the set of consumer locations, i.e.,
ai = 6 xi 1 x̄i 7 ⊆ ì with xi 1 x̄i ∈ Y such that xi ¶ x̄i for
i = 11 0 0 0 1 n and x̄i < xi+1 for i = 11 0 0 0 1 n − 1.
(b) Products are located and priced such that consumers
at the boundary points of market segments obtain zero net
utility from purchase, i.e., xi = 4 xi + x̄i 5/2 and pi = p̄ −
d4x̄i − xi 5/2, for i = 11 0 0 0 1 n.
The most important implication of Lemma 1 is that the
single-period problem reduces to that of setting boundary points for market segments. That is, optimizing product locations x and prices p is equivalent to optimizing
a ≡ 4a1 1 0 0 0 1 an 5 = 46 x1 1 x̄1 71 0 0 0 1 6 xn 1 x̄n 75, which we refer
to as the assortment. Moreover, finding the optimal assortment is a matter of choosing boundary points for n disjoint intervals from the set of consumer locations Y . Once
the firm chooses boundary points of market segments optimally, optimal product locations and optimal prices are also
effectively set.
The number of products to offer, n, is itself a decision,
and it is possible that the firm may not want to cover the
entire market. We say that consumer location yj is covered
if there exists a product i such that yj ∈ ai ; otherwise, we
say it is not covered. Because the optimal market segments
are disjoint, each consumer location is covered by at most
one product.
Letting A be the set of all possible assortments that satisfy the properties shown in Lemma 1, we rewrite the firm’s
single-period assortment-planning problem as follows:
max r4a1 È5 = −fn +
a∈A

n
X
4pi 4ai 5 − c5ƐÈ 6D̃i 4ai 571
i=1

where pi 4ai 5 = p̄ − d44x̄i − xi 5/25 and
ƐÈ 6D̃i 4ai 57 = 

X

j 0

j2 yj ∈ai

The number of possible assortments grows rapidly: for
N = 2, 3, and 4 consumer locations, there are 5, 13, and
34 possible assortments (including the empty one), respectively. Figure 1 shows all possible assortments when N = 3.
Example 1 elaborates on the second assortment in n = 2
column.
Example 1. Suppose there are three consumer locations
and the firm chooses the market segments a1 = 6y1 1 y1 7 and
a2 = 6y2 1 y3 7. This is a two-product assortment: product 1
is located at x1 = y1 and priced at p1 = p̄, whereas product 2 is located at x2 = 4y2 + y3 5/2 and priced at p2 =
p̄ − d4y3 − y2 5/2. All consumer locations are covered, and
the firm gains an expected profit of −2f + 4p1 − c51 +
4p2 − c542 + 3 5.
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Figure 1.

All possible assortments for N = 3 (×’s denote product locations; triangles denote market segments).
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Solving the above problem for the optimal single-period
assortment is equivalent to solving a shortest-path problem
of complexity O4N 2 5; see Alptekinoğlu et al. (2012) for
further details. Chen et al. (1998) and Alptekinoğlu and
Corbett (2010) use a similar solution method. Unlike our
model, both papers use a continuous attribute space for
products and consumers, and neither paper accounts for the
possibility of not covering some portions of the market.

4. Multiperiod Model with Learning
Firms do not necessarily know the distribution of consumer
tastes for many products, especially for new ones. A firm
that is highly uncertain about the distribution of consumer
tastes can use product assortments as information-gathering
instruments. Such an undertaking must optimally trade off
information gathered on consumer tastes by observing sales
of an assortment (which can be exploited in the long run)
with the profits earned in the short term. We study this
trade-off, commonly known as the exploration-exploitation
trade-off.
In particular, we consider a firm that makes product location and pricing decisions every period to maximize total
discounted expected profits over a finite planning horizon.
The timing of events is as follows. At the start of each
period, the firm determines the product locations x and
prices p, paying a fixed cost f for each product offered.
In practice, f may correspond to shelf space and advertising related costs recurring every period for each product.
Subsequently, consumers visit the firm’s store and make
purchase decisions in accordance with §2. We assume that
the market size is uncertain, but that the firm knows its
distribution; we let P 4m̃ = m5 be the probability that the
market size in any given period is m for m = 01 11 0 0 0 1 M
and M ¶ . The firm is also uncertain about consumer
tastes, in the sense that although the firm knows the (finite)
set of possible consumer locations, it does not know the
relative proportions of these locations in the consumer population (we discuss the possibility of unknown consumer
locations in §6). We represent this uncertainty by a continuous random variable È̃ ≡ 4˜1 1 ˜2 1 0 0 0 1 ˜N 5 with ˜j denoting
the probability that a randomly chosen consumer is at location yj ∈ Y , or, equivalently, the unknown proportion of
consumers from location yj ∈ Y in the consumer population

(in the latter interpretation, each consumer from the population is equally likely to visit the store in a given period).
Hence, there are two independent sources of uncertainty:
the consumer taste distribution È̃ and the market size m̃.
In each period the firm observes how many consumers
visit the store (including those who choose not to make
a purchase) and the purchase decision of each consumer.
At the end of the period, the firm uses this information to
update its beliefs about the distribution of consumer tastes
using Bayes’ rule. The updated beliefs are then used in
the next period to decide on the product assortment. As in
the single-period model, the firm cannot price-discriminate
based on consumer tastes because it is not able to observe
them at the time of product assortment decisions. Moreover, we assume that the market size is independent of the
chosen assortment, which allows us to focus on the quality
of information obtained through different assortments.
The assumption of observable market size is realistic for
online sales because most companies now have the technology to count the total number of consumers who visit their
sites. Even brick-and-mortar stores have a very good understanding, if not a reasonably accurate estimate, of their
store traffic (at store entrances one frequently sees greeters
with counters in their hands). Nowadays, some retailers
even make use of digital imaging to count and track the
behavior of customers in various aisles of the store (see
Olivares et al. 2011). In §6 we relax the assumption that the
market size is observable. We present the case of observable market size first in order to study the learning of consumer tastes in isolation, free of market-size effects. In the
unobservable case, the market-size uncertainty also affects
the inference on consumer tastes, further complicating the
learning process.
We first specify how the firm updates its beliefs on consumer tastes in a generic period.
4.1. Updating Beliefs on Consumer Tastes
Suppose the firm initially has a prior distribution 4È5
on È̃. We distinguish two cases: (i) uncensored information and (ii) censored information. The uncensored information case is a theoretical benchmark in which the firm
is able to observe all consumer locations. The censored
information case is a realistic setting in which the firm
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observes sales data only (no consumer locations). Our primary purpose in introducing the uncensored information
case is to understand the effect of censoring, which results
from consumers’ substitution behavior, on dynamic assortment decisions.
Uncensored information. Suppose the firm observes market size and consumer tastes at the end of each period, that
is, the firm is able to observe the location of each consumer who comes to the store, including those who do not
purchase a product. Let Tj be the number of consumers at
location j and let T = 4T1 1 0 0 0 1 TN 5 be the consumer tastes
vector. We use superscript u to denote the uncensored information case. Given È and a market-size realization m, the
conditional distribution of consumer tastes (or the likelihood function), Lu 4T  È1 m5, is a multinomial distribution
Lu 4T  È1 m5 =

m!
T
T
 1 · · · NN
T1 !T2 ! · · · TN ! 1

(2)

PN
defined for all T such that
j=1 Tj = m. If the firm
starts with a prior  and observes tastes T = 4T1 1 0 0 0 1 TN 5,
the uncensored posterior distribution is çu 4È3 1 T1 m5 =
Lu 4T  È1 m54È5/f u 4T3 1 m5. Here, çu is the Bayesian
updating operator
R with uncensored taste information and
f u 4T3 1 m5 = È Lu 4T  È1 m54È5 dÈ is the probability
mass function for consumer tastes conditional on m.
Censored information. In this case, the firm observes
sales information for the assortment it offers in addition
to the market size at the end of each period. Because the
assortment can be such that consumers from multiple locations buy the same product, the taste information may be
censored. Let D = 4D1 1 0 0 0 1 Dn 5 denote the observed sales
vector for assortment a with n ¶ N products. We use the
superscript c to denote the censored information case. The
conditional distribution of sales, Lc 4D  È1 m1 a5, depends
on the assortment a, and is given by
Lc 4D  È1 m1 a5 =

m!
D1 ! · · · Dn !4m − D0 5!
Di 
n  X
Y
X
·
j
i=1

j2 yj ∈ai

If the firm starts with prior , chooses assortment a,
then observes sales D and market size m, the censored posterior distribution on È is çc 4È3 1 D1 m1 a5 =
Lc 4D  È1 m1 a54È5/f c 4D3 1 m1 a5. Here, çc is the
Bayesian updating operatorR with censored taste information and f c 4D3 1 m1 a5 = È Lc 4D  È1 m1 a54È5 dÈ is the
probability mass function for D under a conditional on m.
The analysis in the following sections is general as it
holds for any continuous prior . We discuss conjugate
models for both the uncensored and censored information
cases in §4.4.
4.2. Dynamic Programming Formulation
As in the single-period problem, the firm can decide on the
assortment a ∈ A in each period as opposed to x and p.
Given the assortment, x and p are as in Lemma 1 in §3.
In the uncensored information case, we write the optimal
value function with t periods remaining, vtu 45, as a DP
recursion. With zero periods remaining, the optimal value
function is v0u 45 = 0. For earlier periods, we take the optimal value function to be
u
vtu 45 = max r4a1 5 + Ɛ 6vt−1
4çu 41 T̃1 m̃5571
a∈A

(4)

where  is the discount factor (0 ¶  ¶ 1). The total
profit the firm receives from assortment a is the sum of
immediate profit, r4a1 5, and the expected profit-to-go,
u
Ɛ 6vt−1
4çu 41 T̃1 m̃557. Here, and in the remaining sections, we emphasize that expectations depend on our state
variable  by writing Ɛ 6·7. As in the single-period problem, we write the immediate
profit from assortment a
P
as r4a1 5 = −fn + ni=1 4pi 4ai 5 − c5Ɛ 6D̃i 4ai 57, where
P
Ɛ 6D̃i 4ai 57 =  j2 yj ∈ai Ɛ 6˜j 7 is the expected demand for
R
product i and Ɛ 6˜j 7 = j 4È5 dÈ is the expected value
of ˜j under prior .
The expected profit-to-go in (4) takes into account the
uncertainty about consumer tastes and the market size to be
observed next period and can be written more explicitly as

m−D0
j

1 (3)

j2 yj y∪ni=1 ai

P
where D0 = ni=1 Di ¶ m. Each of the n terms in the multiplication corresponds to a group of locations that are
covered by one product in assortment a, and the last term
corresponds to all the remaining locations (if any) that are
not covered.
Example 2. Suppose there are three consumer locations.
If the firm offers a product that covers location 1
only, a = 46y1 1 y1 75, the conditional distribution of sales
D1 is Lc 4D1  È, m1 46y1 1 y1 755 = 4m!/4D1 !4m − D1 5!55 ·
D
1 1 42 + 3 5m−D1 . On the other hand, if the firm chooses to
offer one product that covers both locations 1 and 2, a =
46y1 1 y2 75, the conditional distribution of sales is Lc 4D1  È,
m−D
m1 46y1 1 y2 755 = 4m!/4D1 !4m − D1 5!5541 + 2 5D1 3 1 .

u
Ɛ 6vt−1
4çu 41 T̃1 m̃557
XX u
=
vt−1 4çu 41 T1 m55f u 4T3 1 m5P 4m̃ = m50
m

T

Because our DP state variable is a probability distribution, we frequently suppress the domain of the distribution and write the posterior as çu 41 T1 m5 when we want
to consider this distribution as a function of the prior ,
observed taste vector T, and market size m.
We write an analogous DP recursion for the optimal
value function in the censored information case when the
firm does not observe consumer tastes directly but has to
infer them through sales in each period. With zero periods
remaining, we take v0c 45 = 0. For earlier periods, we take

c
vtc 45 = max r4a1 5 + Ɛ 6vt−1
4çc 41 D̃1 m̃1 a557 1
a∈A

(5)
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P P c
c
where Ɛ 6vt−1
4çc 41 D̃1 m̃1 a557 = m D vt−1
4çc 41 D1
c
m1 a55f 4D3 1 m1 a5P 4m̃ = m5.
Note that in (4), the assortment a affects only the immediate profit, r4a1 5. Thus, the optimal assortment in the
uncensored information case can be solved for myopically
using the shortest-path formulation in Alptekinoğlu et al.
(2012). This is not the case when the consumer taste information is censored; the assortments chosen over multiple
periods affect both immediate profits and expected profitsto-go. In the censored information case, the myopically
optimal assortment does not necessarily result in the highest
profit-to-go; the firm needs to trade off immediate profits
with informational gains (learning benefits) when choosing
the optimal assortment.
4.3. Comparing Optimal Assortments in
Censored and Uncensored
Information Cases
We first show that the value functions in (4) and (5) are
convex in the firm’s beliefs, , each period. This property
helps us study how the optimal assortments compare in
censored and uncensored information cases.
Proposition 1. Given any two priors 1 and 2 , let
 4È5 = 1 4È5 + 41 − 52 4È5 for some  ∈ 601 17.
Then, vtc 4 5 ¶ vtc 41 5 + 41 − 5vtc 42 5 and vtu 4 5 ¶
vtu 41 5 + 41 − 5vtu 42 5, that is, the value functions are
convex in .
To compare optimal assortments in censored and uncensored information cases, we need to order assortments
based on their information content. Consider an assortment
a with n products. Let P 4a5 be a partition on Y , which
contains n subsets of Y , each of which corresponds to a
distinct group of consumer locations covered by one product in a, plus possibly one more subset that contains all the
remaining consumer locations (if any) that are not covered.
For example, if there are six consumer locations and a =
46y1 1 y3 71 6y5 1 y5 75, then P 4a5 = 88y1 1 y2 1 y3 91 8y5 91 8y4 1 y6 99.
Let P be the set of all feasible partitions.1 We define the
notion of a finer partition, which gives us a partial order
over all assortments in A that reflects their information
content.
Definition 1. A partition P = 8SS
1 1 00 0 0 1 Sk 9 is
S “finer” than
partition P 0 = 8S10 1 0 0 0 1 Sk0 0 9 with ki0 =1 Si00 = ki=1 Si , if for
Figure 2.

Definition 2. Assortment a is (strictly) “more informative” than assortment a0 , or (a I a0 ) a I a0 , if P 4a5 is
a (strictly) finer partition than P 4a0 5. Assortment a is “as
informative as” assortment a0 , or a ≈I a0 , if P 4a5 = P 4a0 5.
Figure 2 shows all possible assortments and corresponding partitions when N = 3. The information content
decreases as one moves from the group of assortments
on the left to the group of assortments on the right; any
assortment in the first box is more informative than the
assortments in the second or third boxes; and any assortment in the second box is more informative than the assortments in the third box. Assortments that imply different
partitions in the second box cannot be ordered based on
their information content because they censor different portions of the attribute space. For example, 46y1 1 y1 75 provides censored information on locations 2 and 3, whereas
46y1 1 y2 75 provides censored information on locations 1
and 2.
The following lemma shows that a more informative
assortment implies higher product variety.
Lemma 2. If a I a0 , then n ¾ n0 , where n is the number of
products in assortment a and n0 is the number of products
in assortment a0 .
However, we note that increasing the number of products in an assortment does not necessarily improve its
informativeness; 46y1 1 y1 71 6y2 1 y3 75 has more products than
46y1 1 y1 75 and 46y2 1 y3 75 but has the same information content. This is because we assume that m̃ is observable; if the
firm cannot observe market-size realizations, then increasing the number of products in an assortment while keeping
the implied partition the same improves informativeness.
We discuss this and other implications of unobservable
market size in §6 and in the e-companion.
Observing sales from any assortment is always (weakly)
less informative than obtaining uncensored consumer taste
information and therefore results in less profit-to-go. Thus,
the optimal profits in the uncensored information case are
always higher than the optimal profits in the censored information case. Also, assortments that are less informative

All possible assortments and corresponding partitions for N = 3.
Full information

y1

each Si ∈ P there exists a set Si00 ∈ P 0 such that Si ⊆ Si00 .
We say partition P is “strictly finer” than partition P 0 if the
subset relationship is strict for at least one Si ∈ P .

y2

Censored information

No information

y3
P(a) = {{y1, y3}, {y2}}
P(a) = {{y1, y2, y3}}
P(a) = {{y1}, {y2, y3}}

P(a) = {{y1}, {y2}, {y3}}

P(a) = {{y1, y2}, {y3}}
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result in lower profits-to-go. To prove these results, we first
prove a lemma on optimal profit-to-go functions.
Lemma 3. For any convex function u45 and assortments
a I a0 , we have
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Ɛ 6u4çu 41 T̃1 m̃557 ¾ Ɛ 6u4çc 41 D̃1 m̃1 a557
¾ Ɛ 6u4çc 41 D̃1 m̃1 a0 5570
Using this lemma, we show that the optimal profits without censoring are higher than optimal profits with censoring
and that it cannot be optimal to select a less informative
assortment in the censored information case than the optimal assortment in the uncensored information case.
Theorem 1. For all t, we have vtu 45 ¾ vtc 45. Moreover, if the optimal assortment in the uncensored information case when there are t periods to go is a∗ ,
then for any assortment a such that a∗ I a, we
have vtc 43 a∗ 5 ¾ vtc 43 a51 where vtc 43 a5 = r4a1 5 +
c
Ɛ 6vt−1
4çc 41 D̃1 m̃1 a557. Therefore, the value function
for the uncensored information case is always higher, and
the optimal assortment in the censored information case
cannot be less informative than the optimal assortment in
the uncensored information case (i.e., the myopically optimal assortment).
Proof. We first show that vtu 45 ¾ vtc 45. The proof
follows by induction. When there is one period to go,
u
c
v1u 45 = v1c 45. Now, assume vt−1
45 ¾ vt−1
45. For
any given prior  and assortment a, Proposition 1 and
Lemma 3 imply the first inequality below, and the induction
u
hypothesis implies the second: Ɛ 6vt−1
4çu 41 T̃1 m̃557 ¾
u
c
Ɛ  6 vt−1
4çc 41 D̃1 m̃1 a55 7 ¾ Ɛ  6vt−1
4çc 41 D̃1 m̃1 a557.
This then implies that vtu 45 ¾ vtc 45. Now, assume that
a∗ is the optimal assortment in the uncensored information
u
model: a∗ = arg max r4a1 5 + Ɛ 6vt−1
4çu 41 T̃1 m̃557.
For any assortment a such that a∗ I a, we have r4a∗ 1 5 ¾
r4a1 5, because the optimal policy in the uncensored
information case is myopic. Using Proposition 1 and
c
Lemma 3, we also have Ɛ 6vt−1
4çc 41 D̃1 m̃1 a∗ 557 ¾
c
Ɛ 6vt−1
4çc 41 D̃1 m̃1 a557. Therefore, for any a such that
a∗ I a, we have vtc 43 a∗ 5 ¾ vtc 43 a5. 
This result is analogous to the “stock more” result
derived from censored newsvendor problems, in which the
Table 1.

newsvendor is uncertain about demand and gathers information through sales (see, for example, Harpaz et al. 1982,
Ding et al. 2002, Lu et al. 2005). Sales observations provide censored information on demand: depleted inventory
signals that the demand must have been higher than the
order quantity; however, the newsvendor cannot observe
the exact realization of demand. One can show that the
newsvendor who uses censored demand information (sales)
to update its beliefs has to stock more than the newsvendor
who can observe demand. In these problems, higher order
quantities are more informative because they provide less
demand censoring.2
Informativeness order in censored newsvendor problems
is a complete order, whereas it is a partial order in the
product assortment problem (not every assortment pair can
be ordered).3 In the censored information case, it can be
optimal to offer an assortment that is neither more nor less
informative than the myopically optimal assortment (see
Example Problem 2 in §5).
The result of Theorem 1 has some parallels in the
dynamic assortment literature. For example, the policy
developed by Caro and Gallien (2007) may involve products that do not necessarily have the highest expected
demand, but have high variance in order to collect more
information.
The lemma below states that two assortments that have
the same information content have the same profit-to-go
functions defined in (5).
Lemma 4. If a1 a0 ∈ A and a ≈I a0 , then
c
c
Ɛ 6vt−1
· 4çc 41 D̃1 m̃1 a557 = Ɛ 6vt−1
4çc 41 D̃1 m̃1 a0 5570

The results in this section are not only of theoretical interest, but also provide some computational savings in finding the optimal assortment. Due to Lemma 4, one needs
to consider only the assortments that yield highest immediate profit among all the assortments that imply the same
partition. This is because all assortments that imply the
same partition have the same profit-to-go. Furthermore, due
to Theorem 1, one need not consider assortments that are
less informative than the myopically optimal assortment.
Table 1 illustrates computational savings from Lemma 4 and
Theorem 1 with several numerical examples. We compare

Computational savings from Lemma 4 and Theorem 1.
Value function calculations (time in seconds)

3 periods
m=2
m=3
4 periods
m=2
m=3

Method (i)

Method (ii)

Method (iii)

311863 (91)
901301 (312)

41291 (15)
111131 (50)

111 (0)
421 (1)

516711615 (23,962)
2710901301 (149,505)

2781916 (1,555)
111681756 (9,253)

11111 (1)
81421 (9)
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the number of value function calculations and computation
time when the value functions are computed in three different ways: (i) by comparing the sum of immediate reward
and profit-to-go function for every possible assortment (i.e.,
complete enumeration), (ii) by comparing only the assortments that yield the highest immediate profits for each partition (i.e., using Lemma 4), (iii) by comparing only the
assortments that yield the highest immediate profits for each
partition and that are not less informative than the myopically optimal assortment (i.e., using Lemma 4 and Theorem 1). We use the following parameters:  has a Dirichlet
distribution with Á = 41, 1, 1, 1), Y = 8002, 0.4, 0.6, 0089,
 = 1, p̄ = 20, d = 20, c = 3, and f = 1 (see §4.4 for the
details of how Bayesian updating works under a Dirichlet prior). We vary m ∈ 821 39 and the number of periods
in 831 49.
We see that although Lemma 4 and Theorem 1 do not
change the theoretical complexity of the search for the
optimal solution, in practice they may lead to significant
time savings. This is especially true when m is large and
there are many time periods, which is likely to be the case
in practice (we found that the other parameters had little
impact on the magnitude of the computational savings).
4.4. Conjugate Models
The analysis so far holds for any prior distribution, . Here,
we study conjugate learning models where posteriors are
in the same family of distributions as priors. This property
makes Bayesian updating easier and allows us to reduce the
state space of our DP model. Also, we use these conjugate
models in our numerical study in §5.
Uncensored Information. The likelihood function in the
uncensored information case is given in (2) and is a
multinomial distribution. The conjugate prior for a multinomial distribution is the Dirichlet distribution. Its probability density function with parameters Á = 41 1 0 0 0 1 N 5
1 −1
N −1
is D 4È3 Á5 = 41/B4Á55
R  B4Á5 =
PN1 · · · N , where
N
çj=1 â 4j 5/â 40 5, 0 = j=1 j and â 4z5 = 0 t z−1 e−t dt.
One can interpret Á = 41 1 0 0 0 1 N 5 as past uncensored
observations from locations y1 1 0 0 0 1 yN . Then, after observing consumer tastes T = 4T1 1 0 0 0 1 TN 5, the posterior distribution is a Dirichlet distribution with parameters Á + T.
Censored Information. The likelihood of sales for a
given assortment a is given in (3). The conjugate prior
for this likelihood is the Extended Dirichlet distribution
(Dickey et al. 1987). Its probability density function with
parameters Á = 41 1 0 0 0 1Q
N 5 P
and d = 4d1 1 0 0 0 1 dK 5 is:
ED 4È3 Á1 d5 = D 4È3 Á5 Kk=1 4 Nj=1 Zjk j 5dk /R4Á1 Z1 d5,
where K = 2N − N − 2, Z is an N × K binary matrix whose
columns correspond to possible combinations of censored
locations,4 and R4Á1 Z1 d5 is a normalizing constant,
KN
dk 
Y X
R4Á1 Z1 d5 = Ɛ
Zjk ˜j
D

k=1

=

j=1

Z Y
K X
N
k=1

j=1

dk
Zjk j

D 4È3 Á5 dÈ0

A Dirichlet distribution is an Extended Dirichlet distribution with d = 0. One can interpret Á as past uncensored
observations and d as past censored observations.
Example
Then,

1
Z =1
0

3. Suppose there are three consumer locations.
1
0
1


0
10
1

The first column in Z corresponds to observing censored information on locations 1 and 2; the firm may
gather such information by offering either the assortment a = 46y1 1 y2 75 or a = 46y3 1 y3 75. The second and third
columns correspond to censored information on locations
y1 and y3 , and y2 and y3 , respectively. Then, we have
ED 4È3 Á1 d5 = D 4È3 Á541 + 2 5d1 41 + 3 5d2 42 + 3 5d3 /
R4Á1 Z1 d5, where R4Á1 Z1 d5 = ƐD 64˜1 + ˜2 5d1 4˜1 +˜3 5d2 ·
R
4˜2 + ˜3 5d3 7 = 41 + 2 5d1 41 + 3 5d2 42 + 3 5d3 ·
D 4È3 Á5 dÈ0 We show how to calculate R4Á1 Z1 d5 in the
e-companion.
Because the Extended Dirichlet distribution is a conjugate prior for the censored likelihood, formulas for updating beliefs are relatively easy. Sales from an assortment
may provide uncensored information on some consumer
locations (e.g., if the market segment of a product is a single consumer location) and censored information on others
(e.g., if the market segment of a product contains multiple
consumer locations); we need to distinguish them. Suppose
the firm observes sales D = 4D1 1 D2 1 0 0 0 1 Dn 5 from assortment a. Let g1 4D1 a5 be a 1 × N vector where the jth component is the number of consumers in location j observed
in D; this is uncensored information. Also, let g2 4D1 a5 be
a 1 × K vector where the jth component is the total number of consumers from locations in the jth column of the
Z matrix; this is censored information. Then, the posterior is an Extended Dirichlet distribution with parameters
Á + g1 4D1 a5 and d + g2 4D1 a5.
Example 4. Suppose there are three consumer locations,
and let  be a Dirichlet distribution with parameters Á =
421 21 25. In the uncensored information case, if the firm
receives consumer taste information T = 411 91 05, then the
posterior is a Dirichlet distribution with parameters Á +
T = 431 111 25. The prior and the posterior distributions are
shown in Figures 3(a) and 3(b) on a unit simplex where
darker regions correspond to points with higher probability density. Observing many consumers from location y2
leads the firm to move probability mass towards higher
values of 2 .
Take the censored information case now, and suppose
that the firm does not receive information on consumer
tastes but rather infers them from the sales of a single
product that covers the first two locations: a = 46y1 1 y2 75.
If the sales of that product is 10 and the firm observes
m = 10, then the firm’s posterior is an Extended Dirichlet
with parameters Á + g1 4D5 = 421 21 25 and d + g2 4D5 =
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Figure 3.

Prior and posterior distributions in Example 4.
(a) Prior:  = (2, 2, 2), d = (0, 0, 0)

1.0
0.9
0.8

u
vtu 4Á5 = max r4a1 Á5 + Ɛ6vt−1
4Á + T̃570
a∈A

0.7

Here,

2

0.6

r4a1 Á5 = −fn +

0.5



X

4pi 4ai 5 − c5

Ɛ6˜j 3 Á7



j2 yj ∈ai

is the immediate profit, and


X X u
u
Ɛ6vt−1 4Á+ T̃57 =
vt−1 4Á+T5f 4T3Á3m5 P 4m̃ = m5

0.3
0.2

m

0.1
0
0

0.1

0.2

0.3

0.4

0.5

0.6

0.7

0.8

0.9

1.0

1
(b) Posterior:  + T = (3, 11, 2)

T

is the profit-to-go, where Ɛ6˜j 3 Á7 = j /0 and f 4T3 Á1 m5
is a Dirichlet-Multinomial distribution:
Z
f 4T3 Á1 m5 = Lu 4T  È1 m5D 4È3 Á5 dÈ
È

1.0

m!
B4Á + T5
0
(6)
T1 ! · · · TN ! B4Á5
In the censored information case, we write the DP recursion with Á = 41 1 0 0 0 1 N 5 and d = 4d1 1 0 0 0 1 dK 5 as the
state variables. With zero periods remaining, the optimal
value function is v0c 4Á1 d5 = 0. For earlier periods, we take
the optimal value function to be
=

0.9
0.8
0.7
0.6

2

n
X
i=1

0.4

0.5
0.4

vtc 4Á1d5

c
= max r4a1Á1d5+Ɛ6vt−1
4Á+g1 4D̃1a51d+g2 4D̃1a557 0

0.3
0.2

a∈A

0.1
0
0

0.1

0.2

0.3

0.4

0.5

0.6

0.7

0.8

0.9

1.0

Here, the immediate profits are

n 
X
X
r4a1 Á1 d5 = −fn +
4pi 4ai 5 − c5
Ɛ6˜j 3 Á1 d7 1

1

i=1

(c) Posterior:  + g1(D, a) = (2, 2, 2), d + g2 (D, a) = (10, 0, 0)
1.0
0.9
0.8
0.7
0.6

2
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We next present a DP formulation for the conjugate
models. In the uncensored information case, we write the
DP recursion with Á as the state variable. With zero periods remaining, the optimal value function is v0u 4Á5 = 0.
For earlier periods, we take the optimal value function to be

j2 yj ∈ai

where Ɛ6˜j 3 Á1 d7 is the expected value of ˜j if È̃ has an
Extended Dirichlet distribution with parameters Á and d.
We show how to compute expected values under the
Extended Dirichlet distribution in the e-companion.
Profit-to-go function,

c
Ɛ6vt−1
Á + g1 4D̃1 a51 d + g2 4D̃1 a5 71
for the censored information case is

X X c
vt−1 4Á + g1 4D1 a51

0.5
0.4

m

D2 D0 ¶m

0.3


d + g2 4D1 a55f 4D3 Á1 d1 m1 a5 P 4m̃ = m51

0.2
0.1

where

0
0

0.1

0.2

0.3

0.4

0.5

0.6

0.7

0.8

0.9

1.0

1

4101 01 05. Here, the firm observes high demand from
locations y1 and y2 ; however, the sales information cannot
distinguish between these locations. The posterior moves
density away from 3 and distributes it close to 1 + 2 = 1
line. See Figure 3(c).

f 4D3 Á1 d1 m1 a5
Z
= Lc 4D  È1 m1 a5D 4È3 Á1 d5 dÈ
È

=

m!
B4Á + g1 4D1 a55
D1 ! · · · Dn !4m − D0 5!
B4Á5
·

R4Á + g1 4D1 a51 Z1 d + g2 4D1 a55
0
R4Á1 Z1 d5
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This distribution is similar to the Dirichlet-Multinomial distribution in (6) with the exception of the ratio of normalizing constants that addresses the censoring.
In summary, using the conjugate models allows us to
change the state variable of the DP from a probability distribution, , to a finite-sized vector of size N in the uncensored case and of size N × 42N − N − 25 in the censored
case. Furthermore, it allows us to reduce the infinite state
space of the original problem, that is, the set of all possible
prior distributions for each period, to a countably infinite
state space when the market size has infinite support or a
finite state space when it has finite support.

5. Numerical Study
The purpose of this section is twofold. First, we give
some numerical examples that compare optimal assortments under various multiperiod scenarios and highlight
interesting aspects of dynamic assortments that relate to
the exploration-exploitation trade-off. Second, we study the
value of learning.
5.1. Exploration vs. Exploitation
To demonstrate the trade-off between learning and maximizing immediate profits, we study five numerical examples. In all cases, we set  = 1 and assume a Dirichlet or
extended Dirichlet prior and a deterministic market size.
We use short time horizons (t ¶ 3), few consumer locations
(N = 3), and a small market size (m = 2) so that we can list
all possible sales vectors and present the optimal dynamic
assortment in compact tables. Consistent with the way our
DP formulation is laid out, we number periods backward:
period 3 precedes period 2, and period 2 precedes period 1.
As a shorthand, we write yi as opposed to 6yi 1 yi 7 when a
product covers only one location.
Table 2.

Example Problem 1. In this example, we show that the
optimal assortments under the censored and uncensored
information cases may be such that they cannot be ordered
using the informativeness order in Definition 2. We use two
periods and the following parameters: Y = 80021 0041 00891
Á = 481 31 451 p̄ = 20, d = 40, m = 2, c = 5, and f = 13.
The results are shown in Table 2. We list all the partitions
in P in column 1. Among all the assortments that imply
a given partition, we put the assortment that maximizes
the immediate profit function in period 2 together with the
immediate profit, r, in column 2 (see Lemma 4). For each
assortment in column 2, we list all possible values of the
sales vector D in column 3 and the probability of observing that sales vector, f 4D5, in column 4. Given a period 2
assortment and a sales vector realization, we present the
optimal assortment in period 1 (column 5) and the immediate profit obtained with this assortment (column 6). Then,
we compute the expected profit-to-go (column 7) using the
profit values in column 6 and the probabilities from column 4. Finally, we present total expected profits over the
last two periods (column 8), which is the sum of immediate profits from column 2 and expected profit-to-go from
column 7.
The optimal assortment in period 2 offers one product at
the first location for a total expected profit of 6.38, whereas
the myopically optimal assortment offers one product to
cover the first two locations. In this case, the optimal assortment implies the partition 88191 821 399, whereas the myopically optimal assortment implies the partition 8811 291 8399.
That is, the optimal assortment is neither more nor less
informative than the myopically optimal assortment.
Example Problem 2. In this example, we show that it may
be optimal to offer an assortment that leads to a loss in the

Possible assortments and expected profits for Example Problem 2.
Period 2
best assort. (a)
and profit

Period 2
sales
(D)

Prob.
(f 4D5)

Optimal
assort.
in period 1

Profit
in period 1

{1}, {2}, {3}

(0.2, 0.8)
r = −2000

{1, 2}, {3}

([0.2, 0.4])
r = 3013

{1}, {2, 3}

(0.2)
r = 3000

{1, 3}, {2}

(0.4)
r = −7000

(2, 0)
(1, 1)
(0, 2)
(1, 0)
(0, 1)
(0, 0)
(2)
(1)
(0)
(2)
(1)
(0)
(2)
(1)
(0)
—

0030
0027
0008
0020
0010
0005
0055
0037
0008
0030
0047
0023
0005
0030
0065
1

(0.2)
(0.2)
([0.2, 0.4])
([0.2, 0.4])
([0.2, 0.4])
([0.2, 0.4])
([0.2, 0.4])
([0.2, 0.4])
([0.2, 0.4])
(0.2)
([0.2, 0.4])
([0.2, 0.4])
([0.2, 0.4])
([0.2, 0.4])
(0.2)
([0.2, 0.4])

4065
2088
1024
3082
2053
3082
3082
2053
1024
4065
3008
2034
3082
3039
3047
3013

Period 2
partition

{1, 2, 3}


r =0

Expected
profit
in period 1

Total expected
profit for
two periods

3047

1047

3013

6026

3038

6038

3046
3013

−3054
3013
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Table 3.

Possible assortments and expected profits for Example Problem 3.
Period 2
best assort. (a)
and profit

Period 2
sales
(D)

Prob.
(f 4D5)

Optimal
assort.
in period 1

Profit
in period 1

{1}, {2}, {3}

(0.4, 0.8)
r = −11075

{1, 2}, {3}

(0.8)
r = −0025

{1}, {2, 3}

([0.4, 0.8])
r = −6075

{1, 3}, {2}

(0.4)
r = −11050

(2, 0)
(1, 1)
(0, 2)
(1, 0)
(0, 1)
(0, 0)
(2)
(1)
(0)
(2)
(1)
(0)
(2)
(1)
(0)
—

0007
0029
0040
0006
0015
0002
0040
0044
0015
0077
0021
0002
0007
0035
0057
1



(0.8)



(0.8)


(0.8)




(0.8)


0
0
1.00
0
0
0
1.00
0
0
0.05
0
0
0
0
0.44
0

Period 2
partition
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{1, 2, 3}


r =0

current period to learn about consumer tastes. We use two
periods and the following parameters: Y = 80021 0041 00891
Á = 421 41 105, p̄ = 20, d = 40, m = 2, c = 5, and f = 19.
The results are shown in Table 3. We see that it is optimal to
offer a product at the third location for a total profit of 0.15
in period 2 even though this assortment yields a negative
immediate profit (r = −0025). By offering a product at this
location in the first period, the firm hopes to observe sales
that will allow the firm to conclude that there are enough
consumers to justify offering a product there in the last
period and generate positive profits.
If the firm was to optimize myopically in each period,
it would conclude that it is optimal not to offer any products
in periods 2 and 1. The expected total profit for the myopic
firm is 0, whereas the firm that changes the assortment
dynamically stands to make a strictly positive expected
profit.
Example Problem 3. In this example, we show that the
firm may alternate between exploitation and exploration
and that variety and market coverage of the optimal assortment are nonmonotone with respect to time. We use three
periods, four consumer locations, and the following parameters: Y = 80021 0041 0061 0089, Á = 451 11 91 25, p̄ = 20,
d = 40, m = 2, c = 5, and f = 10.
The optimal assortment in period 3 is 40065, i.e., it is
optimal to cover only the third consumer location. This is
also the assortment that maximizes immediate profits in
period 3. If no consumer buys in period 3, i.e., D = 405,
which happens with probability 0.24, then the myopically
optimal assortment in period 2 is again 40065 and the optimal assortment in period 2 is 40021 0065, which is strictly
more informative than the myopically optimal assortment.
Finally, if in period 2 the firm sells two units of the product
located at 006, i.e., D = 401 25, then the optimal assortment

Expected
profit
in period 1

Total expected
profit for
two periods

0040

−11035

0040

0015

0004

−6071

0025
0

−11025
0

in period 1 is 40065, which is of course myopically optimal
because it is the last period.
In this example, we see that the firm alternates between
exploitation, i.e., choosing the myopically optimal assortment (in periods 3 and 1), and exploration (in period 2), i.e.,
not choosing the myopically optimal assortment. Therefore, a policy that has a number of periods of exploration
followed by periods of exploitation such as the “adaptive assortment” of Rusmevichientong et al. (2010) and the
“separation-based policy” of Saure and Zeevi (2011) is not
necessarily optimal in our setting. (Saure and Zeevi 2011
also study the performance of “refined dynamic assortment policy,” which may alternate between exploration
and exploitation.) Here, observing no sales for the product offered in period 3 comes as a surprise; therefore, the
firm wants to learn about tastes and, in particular, investigate the relative proportion of consumers in location 1,
which the firm believes to be the next most likely location.
We also see that the information content of the optimal
assortment is not monotone: the assortment in period 2 is
more informative than the assortment in periods 1 and 3.
Finally, we see that the number of products in the optimal
assortment and its market coverage are not monotone.
The following examples demonstrate that some very
intuitive properties regarding the exploration-exploitation
trade-off need not hold.
Example Problem 4. In this example, we show that it
is not necessarily optimal to drop a product that receives
no sales. This result is analogous to the suboptimality of
“switch-from-a-loser” strategy in bandit problems (see, for
example, Berry and Fristedt 1985). We use two periods
and the following parameters: Y = 800251 00759, Á = 451 15,
p̄ = 20, d = 40, m = 1, c = 5, and f = 10. With two periods
to go, it is optimal to offer assortment 400255. If the firm
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sees zero sales, which happens with probability 0.17, then
it is still optimal to offer assortment 400255 with one period
to go. This is because the new observation is not enough
to counterbalance the prior distribution, which indicates a
strong likelihood that most customers are in location 1.
Example Problem 5. In this example, we show that it may
be optimal to stop covering a consumer location even after
observing the highest sales possible for the product that
covers this location. This result is at odds with the “staywith-a-winner” rule shown to be optimal in some bandit
problems (Berry and Fristedt 1985). We use two periods
and the following parameters: Y = 80011 0051 00751 00959,
Á = 411 21 21 45, d = 401 0 0 0 1 01 31 01 0 0 0 1 05 where 3 is the
value of parameter d that corresponds to censoring of
locations 3 and 4, p̄ = 20, d = 40, m = 3, c = 5, and
f = 10. With two periods to go, the optimal assortment is
460051 007571 00955. If the firm sells three units of the product that covers locations 2 and 3, which happens with probability 0.1034, the optimal assortment with one period to
go becomes 4600751 009575; that is, location 2 is no longer
covered.
5.2. Value of Learning
In this section, we study the value of learning by comparing the performance of (i) a firm that receives uncensored
information and uses the optimal policy, (ii) a firm that
receives censored information and uses the optimal policy,
(iii) a myopic firm that receives censored information and
updates its beliefs, and (iv) a no-learning firm that does
not update its beliefs at all. We break down the value of
learning into three components (proactive, active, and passive learning) and study how they change with the prior
distribution and the length of the planning horizon.
Regarding the myopic firm, note that there may be more
than one assortment that maximizes immediate reward in
a given period. These assortments do not necessarily have
the same expected profit-to-go. Hence, expected profits of
a myopic firm need to be defined carefully. We assume
that the myopic firm uses a randomized policy to choose
one of the myopically optimal assortments (if multiple).
Let Aml 45 = 8a2 r4a1 5 = maxa0 ∈A r4a0 1 59 be the set of
assortments that maximize the immediate reward given 
Table 4.

and vtml be the expected profit made by the myopic firm.
We have
X
1
vtml 45 =
ml 
A
a∈Aml 45

ml
r4a1 5 + Ɛ 6vt−1
çc 41 D̃1 m̃1 a5 7 1
where A denotes the size of set A. Note that the myopic
firm does learn about consumers’ taste distribution as it
updates its prior distribution based on sales; previous literature has referred to this form of learning as passive learning
(see Aviv and Pazgal 2005). However, it does not actively
learn because it chooses not to explore; that is, it never
sacrifices immediate profits in order to gather information
on consumer tastes, which could improve future profits.
The no-learning firm does not update its distribution
on customer preferences, and hence, it offers the assortment that is optimal at the beginning of the time horizon in every period. Let vtnl be the expected profit made
by the no-learning firm. Discounting the same immediate profit over t periods, we obtain vtnl 45 = 441 − t+1 5/
41 − 55 maxa∈A r4a1 5.
Obviously, we have vtu 45 ¾ vtc 45 ¾ vtml 45 ¾ vtnl 45.
We refer to vtu 45 − vtc 45 as the value of proactive learning, which measures the expected gains from collecting
information about customer tastes at the time of their visit
to the store (e.g., via a survey). We refer to vtc 45 −
vtml 45 as the value of active learning, which measures the
expected gains from choosing exploration over exploitation
in some periods in order to improve the information gathering. Finally, we refer to vtml 45 − vtnl 45 as the value
of passive learning, which measures the expected gains
from updating the information about customer preferences
in each period but taking advantage of it only myopically.
We report all three quantities as a percentage of vtu , i.e.,
4vtu − vtc 5/vtu , 4vtc − vtml 5/vtu , and 4vtml − vtnl 5/vtu . Table 4
shows how these values vary with the number of periods and the parameter Á of the prior distribution. We
use N = 4, Y = 80021 0041 0061 19,  = 1, p̄ = 15, d = 40,
m = 14, c = 3, and f = 3.
In Table 4, we see that the biggest part of the value
of learning stems from passive learning. Hence, it is very
important for firms to update their beliefs over the distribution of customer preferences over time. The value of
proactive learning is the second-biggest part, but in practice

Value of learning (in percentages) as a function of the time horizon and prior distribution.
Two periods

Three periods

Four periods

Five periods

Six periods

Á

Pro.

Act.

Pass.

Pro.

Act.

Pass.

Pro.

Act.

Pass.

Pro.

Act.

Pass.

Pro.

Act.

Pass.

(1, 1, 1, 1)
(2, 2, 2, 2)
(3, 3, 3, 3)
(5, 1, 1, 1)
(4, 1, 1, 2)
(3, 1, 2, 2)

1069
1010
0081
0000
0000
0000

1069
1010
0081
0000
0067
3057

28081
18068
13082
0000
3033
12039

7038
4028
3038
0041
1050
2089

2038
1072
1039
0000
0078
3062

34085
24006
18039
0000
4041
16075

8079
4086
3070
0079
2004
4012

3027
3027
1095
0000
0090
3073

38070
38070
22003
0000
5045
19039

9021
5015
3074
1000
2026
4002

3084
2082
2038
0004
0096
3080

41012
30072
24040
0002
6026
21082

9055
5041
3091
1025
2050
4003

4036
3013
2064
0005
1009
4016

42096
32085
26045
0009
6097
23066
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it requires an important investment in resources because
one would need to question every customer who exits the
store in order to know which product they truly wanted
to buy (which may differ from the one they bought). The
value of active learning is the smallest of all three, but it
remains significant, especially when the number of periods
is large. We see that as the number of periods increases,
all three measures of the value of learning increase. This
shows that as the time horizon expands, there might be
a greater incentive to learn about consumer preferences.
From looking at the first three rows, we also see that as the
sum of the Á vector increases while keeping all i s equal,
all three measures of the value of learning decrease. This
P
is because 0 = Ni=1 i can be interpreted as the number
of past uncensored data points. The larger this number is,
the more confident the firm is about the distribution of consumer tastes, therefore, the less it needs to learn. In the last
three rows, we vary the prior distribution while keeping
0 constant, which means that we change firm’s beliefs on
the relative likelihood of the four consumer locations. We
find that the relationship is not always monotone, but we
generally find that the value of learning tends to be higher
when the firm’s beliefs on the consumers’ taste distribution is more diffuse, i.e., when the  vector is more evenly
distributed. This is because, in that case, there is a greater
potential for learning compared to the case when the firm
is already convinced that most of the customers are in one
end of the attribute space.

6. Extensions
In this section we discuss three extensions to our model:
(i) unknown consumer locations, (ii) heterogenous reservation price, and (iii) unobservable market size.
Unknown Consumer Locations. Our model assumes that
the firm knows the discrete set of possible consumer locations, Y , and is learning about the relative likelihood of
consumers in the population being at each of these locations. If there were consumer locations that the firm does
not know about (outside of Y ), then it would not be able to
learn about their relative likelihood. We suggest two ways
of handling this issue.
First, one could pick a very large set Y . For most practical purposes, the domain of consumer locations is discrete.
Take the example of milk. Consumers can only discern differences in fat content beyond a certain value, which can
be used to discretize the attribute space (e.g., 0.5%, 1%,
1.5%, 2%, 2.5%). There are many other limits to human
perception, such as ability to differentiate colors, that set
ultimate limits on the level of granularity needed on product attributes. By assigning a very small (though positive)
mass on each of these potential locations, the firm would
be able to learn about their relative probabilities. Although
this approach is challenging computationally when Y is
large, the model and insights developed in this paper would
still apply.
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Alternatively, one can treat the distribution of consumer
tastes as continuous. This way, Bayesian updating can
determine which locations have higher posterior density.
The problem with this approach is that there does not exist
a procedure to solve for the optimal assortment explicitly.
As an approximation, one could divide the attribute space
into a fixed number of disjoint intervals and define j as
the probability mass over the jth interval rather than at
one point. The assortment problem becomes one of covering intervals with products, i.e., a product can cover
one or more adjacent intervals and its price can be set
appropriately. Our entire analysis extends to this setting.
Alptekinoğlu et al. (2012) show that this approximation
method performs very well even with a small number of
intervals: in most cases, it is possible to achieve 95% of the
optimal expected profit in single-period settings by dividing
the attribute space into only 10 intervals.
We also test our model for robustness in case of a
misspecification of the set of consumer locations. More
specifically, we assume that Z = 8z1 1 0 0 0 1 zS 9 is the set of
consumer locations, but that the firm thinks consumers are
located in Y = 8y1 1 0 0 0 1 yN 9 where Y ⊆ Z, that is, the firm
is missing some consumer locations. First, note that the
firm may capture sales from customers located in Z\Y ,
but incorrectly attribute those sales to customers in Y .
For example, suppose that Z = 800251 0051 00759 and Y =
800251 00759. If the firm offers assortment 4600251 007575 and
one customer from the central location comes to the store,
the firm will sell a unit of the product but will wrongly
interpret this sales as coming from a customer located at
0.25 or 0.75.
We numerically evaluate the impact of such misspecification on a firm’s expected profit. In period t, we (i) calculate the optimal assortment a = 4a1 1 0 0 0 1 an 5 by solving for
vtc , (ii) simulate the demand D = 4D1 1 0 0 0 1 Dn 5 using the
true distribution of customers, (iii) calculate the realized
P
profit equal to −fn + ni=1 4pi 4ai 5 − c5Di , and (iv) update
the prior distribution as described in §4.4. We do so for
two periods, then add up the realized profits to obtain the
two-period realized profit value (we found that the insights
did not change as we increased the number of periods). We
repeat this process over 10,000 instances and calculate the
average two-period profit value.
We use S = 3, N = 2, Z = 800251 0051 00759,  = 1,
p̄ = 25, d = 40, f = 10, and c = 3. The market size is
unobservable5 and can be equal to 1 or 2 with equal probability. For the true distribution of customer tastes we use
È = 41 1 2 1 3 5 = 4436 − p5/721 p/361 436 − p5/725 where
p ∈ 821 41 61 81 101 129. We consider two cases: Y = Z and
Y = 800251 00759. When Y = Z, we use Á = 36È and when
Y ⊂ Z, we use Á = 4436−p5/21 436−p5/25, so that in both
cases, the  vector of the prior distribution is proportional
to the È vector from the true distribution. The percentage loss in average two-period profit with Y = 800251 00759
compared to Y = Z is 0, 0.31, 1.94, 9.32, 15.69, 21.42
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when p = 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12, respectively. As p increases,
it becomes more likely that customers are located in the
center location. We see that, as expected, the profit loss
due to misspecification increases as the missing location
becomes more likely. In practice, the firm should have a
good idea of where most of the customers are, implying that missing locations should have a low probability.
In such instances, we would not expect the impact of misspecification to be significant.
Heterogenous Reservation Price. Next, we discuss the
assumption of a fixed and known reservation price p̄. Suppose, instead, that consumers belong to two segments: those
with a high (H) reservation price, p̄H , and those with a low
(L) reservation price, p̄L , with (known) respective probabilities  and 1 − . In this case, one can define an
assortment as a = 4aH 1 aL 5 where aH = 4aH1 1 0 0 0 1 aHn 5 =
46 x1H 1 x̄1H 71 0 0 0 1 6 xnH 1 x̄nH 75 are the high-type market segments and aL = 4aL1 1 0 0 0 1 aLn 5 = 46 x1L 1 x̄1L 71 0 0 0 1 6 xnL 1 x̄nL 75 are
the low-type market segments. The introduction of heterogeneous reservation price makes this problem considerably more complex; however, we show in the e-companion
to this paper that our results—in particular Theorem 1—
extend to this case, provided we redefine the informativeness order over assortments as follows.
Let P 4a5 be a partition on Y × 8H 1 L9, which contains
n subsets of Y × 8H 1 L9, each of which corresponds to
a distinct group of consumer locations and types covered
by one product in a, plus possibly one more subset that
contains all the remaining consumer locations and types
(if any) that are not covered. For example, if there are two
consumer locations and aH = 46y1 1 y2 75 and aL = 46y1 1 y1 75,
then P 4a5 = 884y1 1 L51 4y1 1 H 51 4y2 1 H 591 84y2 1 L599.
Definition 3. Assortment a = 4aH 1 aL 5 is “more informative” than assortment a0 = 4a0H 1 a0L 5, or a I a0 , if P 4a5 is
a finer partition than P 4a0 5.
This definition generalizes our previous definition of
informativeness. For an assortment to be more informative,
implied partitions on locations and types need to be finer.
Unobservable Market Size. Our model assumes that the
firm is able to observe the market size together with the
consumer taste vector (in the uncensored information case)
or the sales vector (in the censored information case).
In practice, the firm may not be able to count the number of
consumers who come to the store but leave empty-handed
(this is especially true for brick-and-mortar stores). Having
to infer consumer tastes from sales only, the firm needs
to take into account the additional uncertainty created by
the market size. For example, with three consumer locations, if the market size is observable, 46y1 1 y1 71 6y2 1 y2 75 is
as informative an assortment as 46y1 1 y1 71 6y2 1 y2 71 6y3 1 y3 75,
because the firm can infer the number of consumers at location y3 even if it is not covered. However, when the market
size is unobservable, the former is strictly less informa-

tive, which makes it necessary to redefine the notion of
informativeness.
Definition 4. Assortment a = 4a1 1 0 0 0 1 an 5 is (strictly)
“strongly more informative” than assortment a0 =
4a01 1 0 0 0 1 a0n0 5, or (a SI a0 ) a SI a0 , if P 4a5 is a (strictly)
finer partition than P 4a0 5, and assortment a covers more
S0
S
locations than assortment a0 , or ni0 =1 a0i0 ⊆ ni=1 ai .
We show in the e-companion to this paper that our
results—in particular Theorem 1—extend to the case
of unobservable market size, provided we redefine the
informativeness order over assortments as in Definition 4. Clearly, this definition implies our previous definition (Definition 2) and imposes a stronger partial order.
An assortment a that is more informative than a0 under the
previous definition is not necessarily more informative than
a0 under this definition. Increasing the number of products
within a group in Figure 2 increases the informativeness
when the market size is unobservable, which can be shown
to hold in general. Moreover, a strongly more informative
assortment contains higher variety (see Lemma EC.3 in the
e-companion).

7. Conclusion
In this paper, we develop a model of dynamic assortment
planning for horizontally differentiated products when a
retailer is learning about consumer tastes. We study how
the firm should adjust assortments over time so as to learn
consumer tastes better. The classic exploration-exploitation
trade-off is present in our model: the firm may choose
to forgo immediate profits to learn about consumer tastes,
which would help the firm in the coming periods.
We model horizontal differentiation on a Hotelling line
where there is a finite number of locations (discrete points)
that represent consumers’ ideal products or tastes. A firm
offers an assortment of products on the Hotelling line, setting their locations and prices, and paying a fixed cost per
product. Each consumer has a choice to buy one unit of
a product that the firm offers or opt for an outside option.
We study the firm’s assortment decisions in single- and
multiperiod settings. We highlight especially the learning
aspect of assortments: over multiple periods, with dynamically changing assortments, the firm is able to infer consumer locations (perfectly or imperfectly) from past sales
data, learn their tastes better, and use this information to
fine-tune its offering.
First, we show that the firm’s product location and pricing problem in the single-period case simplifies to a search
for the optimal product market segments and that there is
only a finite number of possible assortments to consider.
Next, we introduce a multiperiod model with learning,
and study the optimal assortment and pricing decisions
in this dynamic setting. We emphasize how sales of a
given assortment may provide the firm with censored information on consumer tastes. Intuitively, if the firm caters
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to many types of consumers with a single product, consumers substitute away from their ideal product and the
firm receives censored information about their tastes. On
the other hand, if a firm offers many dedicated products,
fewer consumers need to substitute away from ideal products and the firm may gather better information about
consumer tastes. We formalize the notion of how informative an assortment is and construct a partial order based on
it. Depending on what the firm can infer about consumer
tastes from past sales data, some assortments are more informative than others (e.g., at the extreme, offering a product
targeted for each possible consumer location is the most
informative assortment). Using our partial order, we establish the following result: it cannot be optimal for the firm to
select a less informative assortment than the optimal assortment under uncensored information (i.e., myopically optimal assortment). This is reminiscent of the “stock more”
result shown in censored newsvendor settings where sales
are observed, but not demand (see for example Ding et al.
2002). This result is robust as it extends to the case of unobservable market size and heterogenous reservation price provided that one redefines the informativeness order of assortments carefully.
As an important special case of our multiperiod model,
we also develop a family of conjugate learning models,
using the Dirichlet and Extended Dirichlet distributions.
We then present a number of numerical examples using
these conjugate models and highlight interesting properties
of the optimal dynamic assortments and value of learning
over multiple periods. For instance, it is possible that the
optimal assortment may bring losses to the firm in early
periods, a phenomenon entirely driven by the firm’s desire
to learn about consumer tastes.
We believe that the concept of dynamic assortments
offers rich analytical and empirical challenges to researchers. For instance, exploring demand learning issues with
alternative consumer choice models (e.g., preference ranking models) and possibly for products with multiple
attributes would expand the applicability of insights gathered in the literature so far. Competition between firms
learning through dynamic assortment also remains largely
unexplored (in contrast, competition with “static assortment” has been studied, e.g., Alptekinoğlu and Corbett
2008). Building on our model, we think allowing consumer heterogeneity on transportation cost, modeling nonstationary consumer preferences, or treating the case where
the firm learns about consumer tastes and the market size
simultaneously, are all interesting and challenging problems. Another interesting avenue for future research is to
consider the case where the firm holds inventory of the
products and is not able to observe lost sales. In this case,
there are two types of censoring: the censoring of consumer
tastes due to (assortment-based) substitution and the censoring of the market size and product demands due to the
stockouts, and it will be interesting to study the interaction
between them.
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Endnotes
1. Not every partition of Y is feasible, because each market segment is a closed interval on ì (Lemma 1). In a partition induced
by an assortment, we can have at most one subset with nonadjacent locations; that subset is the one with consumer locations (if
any) that are not covered.
2. Chen and Plambeck (2008) show that in a multiperiod
Bayesian inventory management problem with nonperishable
inventory, the optimal inventory level may be lower than the
myopic level because reducing inventory helps mitigate risk of
overstocking in subsequent periods.
3. Because of this partial order “not less informative” is not the
same as “at least as informative.”
4. Each column has at least two 1s, and column k means that
the subset of locations Yk ≡ 8yj 2 Zjk = 19 belongs to at least one
feasible partition P ∈ P. Column k is relevant only when the
assortment contains a product that exactly covers all locations in
Yk or when the assortment leaves all locations in Yk not covered.
5. If the market size was observable, the firm who uses Y ⊂ Z
would understand that some consumer locations are missing when
it believes its current assortment covers the whole market but
obtains a total sales lower than m.
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